Distributed simulation is an approach to building large-scale simulation models from a set of independent simulator nodes communicating via a network. The U. S. Army uses distributed simulation systems for both training and analysis. Those systems include both crewed simulators and computer generated forces (CGF) systems; the latter use software, rather than human crews, to generate the behavior of entities in the simulated battlefield.
Abstract
Distributed simulation is an approach to building large-scale simulation models from a set of independent simulator nodes communicating via a network. The U. S. Army uses distributed simulation systems for both training and analysis. Those systems include both crewed simulators and computer generated forces (CGF) systems; the latter use software, rather than human crews, to generate the behavior of entities in the simulated battlefield.
CGF systems must include algorithms for all of the tactical behaviors that are needed for the simulation. One such tactical behavior is "Fire Zone Defense". An algorithm for this behavior must select defensive deployment locations on the terrain for the individual entities (e.g., tanks) of a unit (e.g., a company) to effectively defend an assigned engagement area. The entities of the unit then move to those locations.
We developed a new algorithm for the behavior. It combines a geometric terrain analysis algorithm, which creates a weighted graph representation of the terrain, with a greedy optimization algorithm that operates on that graph. The algorithm was compared experimentally with a previously existing algorithm for the same behavior. The comparison used a metric that measured the cumulative observation of the engagement area from the selected locations of the defending entities. Under that metric the new algorithm consistently outperformed the existing algorithm, with an average ratio of performance over 2. The execution speeds for the two algorithms were approximately the same.
Background
This section provides brief background information on distributed simulation, computer generated forces, and ModSAF, which are the context for the research described in this paper.
Distributed simulation
Distributed simulation is an approach to building large-scale simulation models from a set of independent simulator nodes communicating via a network. The simulator nodes each independently simulate the activities of one or more entities in the simulated world and report the attributes (e.g., location and velocity) and actions (e.g., weapons firing) of those entities via the network to the other simulator nodes using a pre-defined communications protocol. In a typical distributed simulation, the simulated entities coexist in a common simulated environment and can interact with each other; their interactions are realized via the exchange of messages in the protocol.
One example of a military distributed simulation is the U.S. Army's Close Combat Tactical Trainer (CCTT). In CCTT, which is a real-time system, the simulator nodes typically represent single vehicles, such as tanks or aircraft. CCTT simulators are substantial devices consisting of a simulation computer, a computer image generator, and a physical simulation of the interior of the vehicle being simulated. The human crew of the simulator maneuver their simulated vehicle in the simulated world and interact with (e.g., fire their weapons at) other vehicles.
During the execution of a simulation, each simulator's simulation computer tracks the position of the vehicle it is simulating, as well as the other entities in the simulation, on a terrain database common to the system. The simulator broadcasts messages reporting the location of the vehicle it is simulation, which are used by the other simulators to track that location, and may send other messages to mediate inter-entity interactions. The specific network protocol used by the CCTT simulators is a version of the Distributed Interactive Simulation (DIS) IEEE-1278 standard.
Computer generated forces
Distributed simulations often include a special type of simulator node known as a Computer Generated Forces (CGF) system. A CGF system usually generates multiple battlefield entities (such as tanks, aircraft, and infantry) using computer algorithms rather than human crew to generate and control the real-time actions of those entities. The behavior algorithms are designed to react to the simulation situation and to generate tactically and doctrinally correct actions. CGF systems are connected into the distributed simulation in the same manner as the other nodes and send and receive the requisite network messages for their CGF entities. CGF systems are often used to provide hostile forces and supplementary friendly forces in battlefield training simulations that involve human trainees. CGF systems may also be used for analytical simulations, where they often populate the battlefield completely as needed for the analytical experiment. A tutorial on CGF systems can be found in [Petty,1995] .
ModSAF
One CGF system of particular interest in distributed simulation is ModSAF (Modular Semi-Automated Forces). ModSAF is the most widely distributed CGF system and is used for many purposes, including training, analytical experiments, and research into CGF algorithms. (However, ModSAF is not used in CCTT, which has its own CGF system). It is a large system, consisting of approximately 1.5 million lines of C code. It includes user interface, network interface, physical modeling, low (entity) level behavior generation, and high (military unit) level behavior generation capabilities. See [Courtemanche,1995] for additional information on ModSAF.
ModSAF represents the terrain of the battlefield using a data format known as CTDB (Compact Terrain Database Base). In the CTDB format, the terrain surface is primarily represented by elevation posts, which are elevation z values for the terrain at a regular square grid of x, y locations. Triangles are induced from the elevation posts and these triangles make up the terrain surface. Terrain features, such as roads, bridges, buildings, individual trees, tree lines, and tree canopies are also represented in the CTDB format. See [Smith,1995] for additional information regarding the CTDB format.
Introduction to the research
This section defines the problem, briefly mentions some related research, and identifies existing algorithms to solve the problem.
Problem definition
When a military unit (platoon, company, or battalion) takes up a defensive position, finding good deployment locations for the individual entities of that unit is an important terrain reasoning task. This is true for both real and simulated military units. A military unit that is being generated by a CGF system will consist of some number of entities (typically 3 to 50). A useful CGF capability is to be able to order a unit to take up a defensive position and have a terrain reasoning algorithm determine deployment locations for each of the individual entities of that unit. The CGF system then moves the entities to the selected locations. Such an algorithm in fact exists in the ModSAF CGF system, in a behavior called Hasty Occupy Position. However, the Hasty Occupy Position algorithm does not consider observation of the area to be defended. We sought improved performance with an algorithm that employs geometric terrain reasoning to consider observation.
We will refer to the military unit for which deployment locations must be chosen as the unit. Its component units at the next lower echelon will be called subunits. In this work, we confined our attention to company units and platoon subunits.
The process of selecting specific locations for the individual entities of the unit must begin with certain given information. The battle position for a unit is a specification of the region in which its entities must be located; it is given as a chain of segments located on the terrain. The length of the battle position, in both military tactics and in simulation, depends on the size of the unit and the tactical situation. A typical battle position for a company is 1500 meters long [Mullally,1997] . The entities of the company deploy within some radius of the battle position segments, where that radius is another piece of given information. We will refer to points within the given radius of the battle position chain of segments as in or within the battle position. Also given is the engagement area, which is a region of terrain through which an enemy attack is expected. (The expected direction of attack is determined by reconnaissance and military intelligence and the engagement area is determined from that direction by command planning at echelons above the unit. For this problem, the engagement area is simply given.) An engagement area for a company is typically 1000 to 1500 meters wide and 2000 to 3000 meters deep. The entities of the unit should be located where they can observe as much of the engagement area as possible in order to employ direct fire against attacking entities. A location is a specific point on a terrain database. Target reference points (TRPs) are locations that are used to delimit and partition the engagement area for the subunits of the unit.
Cover is protection from enemy fire and observation by intervening terrain surface and concealment is protection by terrain features. Cover or concealment may only partially protect an entity. For example, a tank in hull defilade might be located so that its hull is covered by a ridge crest but its turret is not, allowing it some protection while still allowing it to use its weapons, a desirable situation.
To select deployment locations for the entities of a unit three types of constraints must be considered. First, the geometry of the terrain surface and the terrain features and their effect on intervisibility obviously constrain how much of the engagement area can be observed from any location in the battle position. The goal is to observe the engagement area; [U. S. Army,1976] states that forces "... must see the whole battlefield ...".
Second, cover and concealment in the battle position must be considered, as the defending entities should not be unduly exposed to enemy fire. Army doctrine for the defense states that "... fighting forces must be covered and concealed ..." and "Tanks engage enemy [forces] from covered and concealed positions." [U. S. Army,1976] . For the fire zone defense problem, the entities should be deployed in cover and concealment locations where the entity is partially but not fully covered or concealed as the entity must be able to use its weapons to defend the engagement area.
Finally, military doctrine imposes constraints on where the entities may be located. Two are considered here: first, a unit battle position should be partitioned into battle positions for the subunits. According to [U. S. Army,1993] , in defensive operations "Commanders position their forces in platoon, company, or battalion battle positions ...". Second, to retain tactical cohesiveness the entities of a subunit should be kept together rather than intermingled [Mullally,1997] .
With all these concepts in hand we can state the fire zone defense problem. Given a military unit, a terrain database, and a battle position, engagement area, and target reference located on that database, find deployment locations within the battle position for the entities of the unit that simultaneously satisfy the intervisibility, cover and concealment, and doctrinal constraints and also maximally observe the engagement area.
To evaluate solutions to the problem as stated, we need a performance metric that is both militarily meaningful and quantitatively comparable. To define such a metric we turn to military sources, which make the goal of selecting deployment locations very clear. "Weapons are most effective when sited to cover an expanse of terrain over which the attack must come." is stated in [O'Byrne,1993] . "Weapons must be located where their effects will be greatest and dead space is minimized." comes from [U. S. Marine Corps,1988] . ("Dead space" is terrain that can not be observed or fired on from a battle position because of intervening terrain.
In the context of automated terrain reasoning, intervisibility measures for points are suggested in [Keirsey,1988] . The first, general visibility, is the cumulative area of terrain visible from a point. The second, specific visibility, is the percentage of a specified area visible from that point. The second measure is most relevant in this problem, where the specified area is the engagement area. Therefore, based on the referenced sources, we define location observation as the portion of the engagement area visible from a location and cumulative observation as the sum of the location observation values for all the deployment locations selected for the entities of a unit. Algorithms to solve the fire zone defense problem will be compared using the cumulative observation metric.
Related research
A 2-dimensional algorithm that positions a set of sensors within a set of territories so as to optimally cover the given territories with the envelopes of the sensors is presented in [Cronin,1988] . A symbolic object-oriented method for finding positions for a unit's component subunits (e.g. the platoons of a company); is described in [Hieb,1995] and [Hille,1995] ; the method considers the terrain as a set of symbolic conceptual objects (e.g. hill-863 or avenue-of-approach-2) and consequently does not produce precise deployment locations. In work reported in [Rajput,1997] , the ModSAF cover and concealment finding algorithm was enhanced to find assault positions and support-by-fire positions, which are terrain areas used by units when attacking an enemy position.
Existing algorithm
ModSAF version 2.1 was used for this experiment, as it was the version available to the authors when this work was performed. The ModSAF algorithms described herein, and in general all references to ModSAF in this paper are with respect to that version. More recent versions of ModSAF exist and may differ from these descriptions.
To evaluate the effectiveness of our new algorithm for the fire zone defense we compared it with ModSAF's Hasty Occupy Position (HOP) algorithm. The HOP algorithm is described in both [Courtemanche,1995] and the ModSAF documentation. In the former it is referred to as "Hasty Occupy Battle Position" but it is "Hasty Occupy Position" in the ModSAF implementation and operator interface; we will use the latter term. The HOP algorithm controls the behavior of ModSAF units at both the company and platoon levels. The company HOP algorithm partitions a company battle position, supplied by the operator as a chain of segments, evenly into platoon battle positions and passes them to the platoon HOP algorithm. The platoon HOP algorithm calculates a battle area, which is a rectangular area centered on the battle position, for each entity in the platoon. It then finds a deployment location for the entity within its battle area using the ModSAF cover and concealment algorithm. If no covered or concealed location is found within the battle area, the entity is placed at the center of the battle area on the battle position segment; these are the HOP default locations.
The cover and concealment algorithm finds covered and concealed locations on the terrain relative to a given location. It does so by extending lines from the given location through the battle area and examining the terrain profile along those lines, using a spacing parameter. See [Longtin,1994] for more detail.
Fire Zone Defense algorithm
Overview. The ModSAF HOP algorithm was replaced with a new algorithm, called Fire Zone Defense (FZD), to solve the stated problem of selecting locations for the entities of a unit so as to effectively defend an engagement area. More precisely, specific parts of the HOP algorithm were replaced. This section describes the FZD algorithm and its integration into ModSAF.
Input. The FZD algorithm is invoked from the ModSAF operator interface as a "Hasty Occupy Position" order. The operator provides via the operator interface the battle position (a chain of segments), left and right TRPs for the engagement area (points), and the engagement area itself (a quadrilateral), and assigns a unit to defend that engagement area. As implemented for this work, the FZD algorithm expects a company unit. The algorithm uses that explicit input and the terrain database to find the deployment locations for the entities of the unit.
Locations.
A location has already been defined as a specific point on the terrain surface. Certain categories of locations are central in the FZD algorithm. Sighting locations are locations within an engagement area that should be visible from the battle position so as to effectively observe the engagement area. Ideally, we might want to sight every location in the engagement area, but because there an infinite number of such locations, it is impractical to consider all locations in the engagement area when evaluating observation. Sighting locations are a subset of the locations in the engagement area chosen to be representative of the entire engagement area, so that observing the sighting locations is equivalent to observing the entire engagement area, to a good approximation. Sighting locations are calculated by the FZD algorithm using simple geometric terrain analysis. In particular, sighting locations are generated for two types of terrain locations. First, the terrain surface at the elevation posts are taken as sighting locations. Recalling that the CTDB is primarily an elevation post format, and that the elevation posts induce triangles (which are of course planar), the idea is that if the elevation post locations can be observed then the triangles between them can be as well. Hence elevation post locations within the engagement area serve as sighting locations. In the CTDB format the elevations posts are spaced on a 125 meter grid, so the number of elevation posts in a typical engagement area is reasonable. Second, to account for the effect on intervisibility of terrain features, the vertices of terrain features within the engagement area are also taken as sighting locations. Buildings, tree lines, and canopies are included, but individual trees are not. The notion of sighting locations representing a terrain area was introduced in the reconnaissance planning work described in [Van Brackle,1993] .
Battle position locations are locations evenly spaced along the segments of a battle position. The spacing is a parameter to the algorithm. Battle position locations are used to partition a unit battle position into subunit battle positions, as will be seen later. Defensive locations are locations within the battle position that are covered or concealed relative to the engagement area, or a TRP within it. Defensive locations are found using the ModSAF cover and concealment algorithm by passing to it a rectangle and TRP reference point calculated from the battle position. Deployment locations are defensive locations actually selected by the FZD algorithm as the optimal locations for the defending unit's entities. Note that the set of deployment locations is a (not necessarily proper) subset of the set of defensive locations.
Observation value. The FZD algorithm depends on the notion of observation value for a location. The observation value for a location is an approximation of the quantity previously defined as location observation, which was how much of the engagement area is visible from a location, with two added factors. First, observation value also considers range. Only those sighting locations within a given range of the given location are considered in the observation value. Second, a weight with values between 0.0 and 1.0 is associated with each sighting location is included. The weight is a measure of how important it is to observe that sighting location. Initially all sighting locations have weights of 1.0. We shall see how those weights are changed later.
The FZD algorithm computes the observation value for a given location by invoking the ModSAF point to point intervisibility routine, which returns a value between 0 (not visible) and 1 (completely visible). The observation value for a given location is the sum, for every sighting location in the engagement area within a given range of the given location, of the product of the intervisibility value between the given location and the sighting location and the sighting location's weight. Formally, the observation value for location d and range r is defined as
where d is the given location, r is the given range, S is the set of sighting locations, w(s) is the weight of sighting location s, v (d,s) 
Given a set D of defensive locations and a set S of sighting locations, we define the intervisibility graph as a complete bipartite graph V = (D ∪ S,E) where the edges in E connect every defensive location d ∈ D to every sighting location s ∈ S. For each edge (d,s) ∈ E, the ModSAF intervisibility value v(d,s) is stored in an array, which represents the graph. Each array entry also stores the distance between d and s, denoted dis (d,s) . Once the intervisibility and distance values in the array have been filled in, the observation value for a defensive location d ∈ D can be computed from the array without invoking the point to point intervisibility routine or performing a distance computation. This saves execution time if the observation value for the locations in a known set will be needed repeatedly, as is the case for defensive locations in the FZD algorithm.
Sighting location weights. As mentioned, associated with each sighting location is a weight with values between 0.0 and 1.0. Initially all sighting locations have weights of 1.0. The weight measures how important it is to observe that sighting location. From the viewpoint of tactical effectiveness, the importance of observing a particular sighting location by an entity declines as a function of how many other entities can also observe that sighting location. In other words, for each entity that can observe a sighting location, it becomes relatively less important to deploy another entity to observe that same sighting location as compared to sighting locations observed by fewer or no entities. The idea is that important for each entity to be able to see as much of the engagement area as possible, but it is also important for all or most locations in the engagement area to be observed by some entity [U. S. Army,1976] . The FZD algorithm reflects this military consideration. It sequentially chooses deployment locations from among the defensive locations for the entities of a unit, and as each one is chosen, the weights of the sighting locations are reduced. Specifically, for a selected defensive location d, and for every sighting location s ∈ S, w(s) is reduced to
The reduction factor h is an algorithm parameter; it was set h = 0.5 for this task. Different values would affect the dispersal of the selected deployment locations. The weight reduction calculation depends on the intervisibility value v(d,s) between d and s, so if s is not highly visible from d, its weight is not reduced much.
Algorithm. For a formal statement of the FZD algorithm, see [Petty,1997] . Informally, it consists of these steps:
Steps 1 through 3 are executed once for the company. 1. Generate a set of sighting locations in the engagement area. This is done by accessing the CTDB, retrieving all elevation posts and feature vertices within a minimal square enclosing the engagement area, and testing each for enclosure within the engagement area. Steps 4 through 8 are repeated for each platoon. 4. Construct a platoon battle area rectangle on the platoon battle position with its width extending from one endpoint of the platoon battle position to the other and its depth given by a ModSAF parameter. 5. Generate a set of defensive locations for the entities of a platoon by invoking the ModSAF cover and concealment algorithm, passing to it the platoon battle position rectangle and the engagement area TRP. This produces a set of defensive locations for the platoon which are the covered or concealed locations within its battle area rectangle. 6. Fill in the array representing the intervisibility graph V by determining the point to point intervisibility value v(d,s) and distance dis (d,s) between each defensive location and each sighting location. 7. Select one of the defensive locations as a deployment location for each entity of the subunit using a greedy optimization procedure.
For each entity: 7.1 For each unselected defensive location d, determine the observation value of that location using the intervisibility graph array and the sighting range of the entity. Save the defensive location with the best observation value. 7.2 Select the defensive location with the best observation value; assign it to the entity as its deployment location and mark it as selected. 7.3 Reduce the weights of the sighting locations for the selected defensive location. 8. Invoke the ModSAF route planning and movement functions to move the individual entities of the subunit to their assigned deployment locations.
Optimization comments. The fire zone defense algorithm selects a subset of the defensive locations for the entities. In doing so it attempts to maximize total observation value from the selected defensive locations, i.e., to maximally include the sighting locations in areas that are visible and within range of the selected defensive locations. It does so using a greedy approach, selecting for each entity the defensive location not already assigned to an entity that has the largest observation value.
A strict mathematical maximization of sighting location inclusion that does not consider range and inclusion by previous entities would not necessarily be tactically optimum. The algorithm must balance competing goals such as locating entities where they can observe the largest number of sighting locations against locating entities so as to include every point in the set of sighting locations within a militarily sufficient number of fields of fire. The combination of a greedy selection with a reduction of the sighting location weights after each defensive location selection is a heuristic intended to achieve good tactical effectiveness.
Evaluation experiment
This section reports the experiment conducted to compare the HOP and FZD algorithms.
Experiment overview
The HOP and FZD algorithms both perform the same task: given a CGF unit ordered to take up a defensive position relative to an engagement area, determine good deployment locations for each of the individual entities of that unit. The obvious experiment to compare the two algorithms is to have both perform that task under identical circumstances and evaluate their performance. That obvious approach is precisely what was done. A set of trials, each consisting of a terrain locale, a unit battle position, left and right TRPs, and an engagement area, were created. The HOP and FZD algorithms were run for each trial to produce a deployment for the entities of the unit. Each deployment was evaluated in terms of the cumulative observation metric and the results were compared.
Experiment design
Trial characteristics. The HOP and FZD algorithms were compared over a sequence of trials. Each trial consisted of a given terrain database, locale on that terrain database, battle position, engagement area, left and right unit TRPs, and military unit. Two runs were conducted for each trial, one using the HOP algorithm and one using the FZD algorithm.
In order to provide comparable values and eliminate confounding variables, most of the characteristics of the experiment remained fixed over all trials and runs. In particular, these items did not change: Evaluation metric. As previously defined, location observation is the portion of the engagement area visible from a location and cumulative observation is the sum of the location observation values for all the deployment locations selected for the entities of a unit. Cumulative observation was used to compare the performance of the two algorithms. Values for cumulative observation were computed by summing location observation values for the selected deployment locations for each of the entities.
The location observation values were obtained from the ModSAF terrain analysis tool, a feature of the ModSAF user interface that includes an area intervisibility function that graphically displays the area visible from a given point within a given circle, based on the intervisibility values for a grid of points within the circle. The ModSAF terrain tool was slightly modified so as to sum the intervisibility values within a given polygonal area. The sum so computed gives the location observation value for a given point relative to the given polygonal area. When that given polygonal area is an engagement area the intervisibility value sums returned by the terrain tool for a set of locations can be used as the location observation values. Those values were accumulated into a value for cumulative observation, relative to the engagement area, and compared between two deployments for the same engagement area.
Note that the modification did not change the underlying intervisibility process used by the ModSAF terrain tool; rather it simply summed the intervisibility values found to be within a polygon. The point is that the calculation of the cumulative observation metric is based on the ModSAF terrain tool, not on the observation value used by the FZD algorithm, making it an unbiased metric for comparing the algorithms.
Experiment results
Overall results. Table 1 summarizes the results of the 5 trials. The HOP and FZD cumulative observation values cannot be compared from trial to trial because they depend on the size of the engagement area, the number of features in the engagement area, and the ModSAF map scale when the terrain tool was used. However, they can be compared for the two runs of a trial, and show that the FZD algorithm outperformed the HOP algorithm on every trial. No perceptible difference in execution time between the algorithms was observed, so the execution times were not measured. Both algorithms ran in a few seconds.
Cumulative observation
Trials. Five trials were used to compare the two algorithms. Each was given a name descriptive of the terrain area used for the trial: (1) Tree lines, (2) Avenue of approach, (3) Canopies, (4) Road junction, and (5) River crossing. Trials (1) and (2), for which figures are given, are described in some detail; the descriptions for trials (3), (4), and (5) are abbreviated.
Figures 2 and 3 show the deployment locations chosen by the HOP and FZD algorithms for trial (1) Tree lines. The company was positioned within a loose cluster of tree lines on a company battle position that runs northeast to southwest and extends approximately 1200 meters. The engagement area is to the northeast of the battle position, is approximately 1500 × 1500 meters in extent, and is bordered on the right and divided across the center by more tree lines. The terrain was generally flat, though the company battle position was slightly elevated relative to the engagement area. This trial was intended to test the performance of the algorithms at avoiding the tree lines near the battle position and finding locations that saw between the tree lines in the engagement area. The HOP algorithm selected locations off the evenly spaced defaults for only 3 entities. The left subunit battle position generated by the FZD algorithm is relatively large because of generally poor observation over much of its length, but some cover locations were found within its battle area along the forward crest of the slight hill and the FZD algorithm chose those as deployment locations. Interestingly, in the small center subunit battle position the FZD algorithm used the default locations, due to the lack of cover and concealment and generally good observation of the engagement area in that battle area. In figures 3 and 5 it sometimes appears as it the tanks are touching or overlapping. That appearance is an illusion due to the fact that the tank icons are not shown at the same scale as the map. The algorithm includes a minimum distance between the selected deployment locations as a parameter; in these experiments it was 5 meters.
Trial (3) Canopies had a relatively small engagement area located on flat, nearly featureless terrain between three large canopies. The FZD algorithm found better locations within the subunit battle areas behind the battle position. For trial (4) Road junction, the company was positioned adjacent to a major road along the northwest slope of a ridge that runs northeast-southwest, ending near the left end of the company battle position. The FZD algorithm deployed entities on covered locations on top of the ridge behind the battle position in the battle area of the right platoon. In trial (5) River crossing, the company is positioned on the southwest side of a river valley that ran northwest to southeast. 
Building sighting locations
The HOP algorithm deployed entities where they could not observe the engagement area because of canopies and elevation slopes, whereas the FZD algorithm avoided the canopies and found good deployment locations along the forward crest in the left subunit battle area.
Overall comments. The FZD algorithm improves upon the HOP algorithm at two levels. At the company level, it partitions the unit battle position into subunit battle positions in a way that concentrates more entities in areas where better observation is available, while the HOP algorithm partitions the battle position based on length. This concentration is according to defensive doctrine: "The defender seeks to mass the effects of overwhelming combat power ..." [U. S. Army,1993] . Second, at the platoon level, it avoids clearly suboptimal deployment of entities to locations that cannot observe the engagement area because of blocking terrain and instead finds good deployment locations from among the available defensive locations. Recall that both the HOP and the FZD algorithms are using the unmodified ModSAF cover and concealment finding algorithm to generate defensive locations. The difference is that FZD generates defensive locations by subunit, rather than by entity, and it chooses from among them based on observation, rather than by proximity to the default location.
Note that in two ways the FZD algorithm sacrifices optimum performance relative to the cumulative observation evaluation metric in order to gain military tactical effectiveness. First, entity sighting range is considered when computing observation values for subunit battle position partitioning and for selecting entity deployment locations, but it is not considered by the ModSAF terrain tool when computing the observation metric. In the latter case, the terrain analysis tool measures the visible portion of the engagement area from a location without regard to range. The FZD algorithm could have been implemented so as to likewise omit range from its observation value approximations and thereby achieve better values for the cumulative observation metric, but at the risk of deploying entities where they would get credit for observing portions of the engagement area they could not actually observe. We chose not to do so. Second, the reduction of the weights of observed sighting locations during the greedy optimization at the platoon level is intended to encourage broader, and more militarily effective, coverage of the engagement area by reducing the importance of sighting locations each time they are observed. Of course, that tends to reduce performance relative to the cumulative observation metric because the metric measures the portion of the engagement area observed without regard to how many entities observe the same area. Eliminating the weight reduction step from the FZD algorithm would have boosted its cumulative observation values. Again, we chose not to do so.
Conclusions
The existing HOP algorithm and our FZD algorithm are intentionally identical in functionality; they both defensively deploy the entities of a company sized unit, they both consider cover and concealment, and they both take as input a battle position and an engagement area. However, the experiment results show that with respect to the cumulative observation metric the FZD algorithm is approximately twice as effective as the HOP algorithm. This is a significant improvement and meets our goal in this task.
FZD outperforms HOP because it considers observation when generating a deployment. The use of geometry in choosing the sighting and defensive locations allows the FZD algorithm to consider observation when generating a deployment without excessive computation. The FZD algorithm as implemented also provides a framework for more sophisticated geometric analysis methods.
